About the Plasma Ball Modifications
If you live in a country outside the United States then this narrative is especially for you.
There are two reasons I stopped shipping these units overseas. The 1st is the fragile nature of
the Plasma Ball. When a Plasma Ball arrives as broken glass it is pretty useless. The expense
and time is not worth the effort to ship these units overseas. The 2nd reason is overseas
postages, taxes and import fees can double the price of the unit where the intended low cost of
the unit is lost in all the extra fees.
It was my intent to pay back to the universe a little of what it has so generously given to me.
The health modalities that I have designed devices for came about because they were needed
by family and friends as well as the many thousands that have no other recourse in trying to
help themselves. This project and the others on this website are all Open Source projects.
Everything from picture, schematics, and design concepts can be duplicated, published on your
own website, copied in books without any notification to this author. IT IS ALL OPEN SOURCE!
Any profits you make for building any of these units for family, friends, neighbors, or your own
entrepreneurial efforts are yours to keep. Funds I collect are put right back into my projects
and are not for personal profits. Funds I collect are only to insure I do not have take money out
of any of my retirement resources.
Suggested design changes or requested help with repairing broken units will be supported to
the limits of my available and free time. Please note I do not have much of either. Consider
striking up friendships with your local Makers Club, Amatuer Radio enthusiast, or any
technically qualified hobbyist when it comes to the basics of this technology. There is nothing I
am doing that many high school graduates couldn’t do for themselves.
The Universal Controller Board used in this project will come with a Thermal switch and
pigtailed capacitor to conform to the concepts shown in this video series.

Be well and respectfully in offered friendship,
Steve

